Quick Draw Progressive

Quick Draw Progressive introduces a “Progressive Jackpot.” At no additional cost to the player, a set of nine “Your Jackpot Numbers” (01-80) are randomly selected and printed at the bottom of every ticket. At the conclusion of each Quick Draw Progressive drawing, the Your Jackpot Numbers on each ticket will be checked against the 20 winning numbers selected for that draw. If that ticket matches all nine Your Jackpot Numbers, the ticket can win a portion, or all, of the Progressive Jackpot.

The amount a ticket may win is based on the amount wagered per draw. Here is how to determine a ticket’s payout:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOTAL TICKET PRICE (INCLUDING ADD-ONS) / # OF DRAWS = AMOUNT PER DRAW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Based on the amount per draw, a ticket may win:

- $1.00 per draw = 10% of the Progressive Jackpot
- $2.00 per draw = 20% of the Progressive Jackpot
- $3.00 per draw = 30% of the Progressive Jackpot
- $4.00 per draw = 40% of the Progressive Jackpot
- $5.00 per draw = 50% of the Progressive Jackpot
- $6.00 per draw = 60% of the Progressive Jackpot
- $7.00 per draw = 70% of the Progressive Jackpot
- $8.00 per draw = 80% of the Progressive Jackpot
- $9.00 per draw = 90% of the Progressive Jackpot
- $10.00 and above per draw = 100% of the Progressive Jackpot

Examples:

- A $5 4 spot Quick Pick for five drawings equals a total ticket price of $25. This ticket has a value of $5 per draw. Therefore, it is eligible for 50% of the Progressive Jackpot for five consecutive drawings.
- A $3 4 spot (in which the player selected the 4 numbers) with BULLSEYE and Multiplier for five drawings equals a total ticket price of $45. This ticket has a value of $9 per draw. Therefore, it is eligible for 90% of the Progressive Jackpot for five consecutive drawings.

The Quick Draw Progressive Jackpot will start at $10,000 and grow with every Quick Draw Progressive purchase!

Double BULLSEYE

Double BULLSEYE introduces a third Add-On. To play Double BULLSEYE a player must purchase a base Quick Draw wager for $1 or more and then select the Double BULLSEYE Add-On. At the conclusion of each drawing, one of the 20 winning numbers selected will be designated as the red BULLSEYE and one will be designated as the green Double BULLSEYE. Adding Double BULLSEYE will give that ticket a chance to win both BULLSEYE and Double BULLSEYE prizes. Double BULLSEYE triples the cost of the base wager.

E-Z Play

When a player asks for an E-Z Play, the terminal will randomly generate a ticket where the number of spots AND the corresponding numbers are selected for them. E-Z Play can only be purchased at $1, $5, and $10. All E-Z Play tickets are eligible for the Progressive Jackpot, are base play only, and will never include Add-Ons.
FAQs:
What are the Add-On options for Quick Draw Progressive?
The available Add-Ons for Quick Draw Progressive are Multiplier, BULLSEYE and Double BULLSEYE.

Can I play JUST the Progressive Jackpot?
No. A player’s Quick Draw Progressive purchase will now include their selected numbers and nine Your Jackpot Numbers.

Can I win more than once on a ticket?
Yes, a player can win a regular Quick Draw Progressive prize and a portion or all of the Progressive Jackpot.

How do I win with Double BULLSEYE?
There are five ways a player can win a prize when adding Double BULLSEYE:

1. Match your Quick Draw Progressive numbers to the GREEN DOUBLE BULLSEYE or RED BULLSEYE number drawn with no other Quick Draw Progressive numbers matching those numbers drawn.

2. Match your Quick Draw Progressive numbers to the GREEN DOUBLE BULLSEYE or RED BULLSEYE number drawn with other Quick Draw Progressive numbers matching those numbers drawn.

3. Match your Quick Draw Progressive numbers to the GREEN DOUBLE BULLSEYE and RED BULLSEYE numbers drawn with no other Quick Draw Progressive numbers matching those numbers drawn.

4. Match your Quick Draw Progressive numbers to the GREEN DOUBLE BULLSEYE and RED BULLSEYE numbers drawn with other Quick Draw Progressive numbers matching those numbers drawn.

5. Match your Quick Draw Progressive numbers to the numbers drawn with NO GREEN DOUBLE BULLSEYE or RED BULLSEYE numbers matched.

My wager included BULLSEYE and I matched the GREEN DOUBLE BULLSEYE, did I win?
No, the only way to win a prize when matching the GREEN DOUBLE BULLSEYE is to add Double BULLSEYE to your wager. BULLSEYE wagers are applicable to the RED BULLSEYE only.

I matched eight of the nine Your Jackpot Numbers to the Winning Numbers drawn, did I win a portion of the Progressive Jackpot?
No, players must match all nine Your Jackpot Numbers to the Winning Numbers drawn to win a portion or all of the Progressive Jackpot.

How do I determine the amount played per draw?
Amount Per Draw = Total Ticket Price (Including Add-Ons) / # of Draws

I purchased a Multi-Draw ticket, are my Your Jackpot Numbers eligible to win the Jackpot for each drawing?
Yes, if a player purchases a Quick Draw Progressive ticket for more than one drawing, the Your Jackpot Numbers printed at the bottom of the ticket are eligible for each drawing on the ticket.

Are E-Z Play and Quick Pick different?
Yes, when a player asks for a Quick Pick they must also specify the number of spots to play and the terminal randomly selects the numbers ONLY. When a player asks for an E-Z Play the terminal randomly selects the number of spots AND the corresponding numbers for that play.

Can Quick Draw Progressive tickets be cancelled?
Yes, Quick Draw Progressive tickets can be cancelled prior to the first drawing on the ticket.